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 Developer-first
observability
Get Real-Time Answers to 
Real-Time Questions

Rookout enables software engineers to instantly access the 
code-level data they need and fetch Metrics, Logs, and Traces, 
without adding code or waiting for a deployment. This allows 
them to troubleshoot faster and understand complex, modern 
applications.

The Rookout platform is designed from the ground up for production and hybrid architecture 
environments, including Kubernetes, Serverless, and service-mesh based applications.

Development organizations using Rookout get to:

Troubleshoot  
5x Faster

 and fix bugs with zero
 friction, overhead, or risk

Optimize R&D  
Efficiency

 Less time fixing bugs - more 
 value to your organization

and customers

Empower 
Developers

 With on-demand access
to code-level data

 Set a non-breaking
 breakpoint that will

not stop your app

 Rookout instantly generates
 a dynamic, log line into

 running instances of your
application

 Get debugging data
 into your observability
tools and fix bugs faster
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• Instantly view and understand the 
internal state of your application, 

including: full stack trace, local and 
global variables, tracing data, and more.

• Enrich your debugging experience with 
rich visualization, including real-time 
profiling, tracing timeline, and debug 

heatmap.

• Streamline new data to your favorite 
collaboration and observability tools.

Developer-Focused 
Solution

Empower your dev team by 
giving them full visibility into 
their code, with a simple and 
intuitive experience and swift 

installation.

Comprehensive 
Technology Coverage

Capture live debugging data 
across your tech stack, in any 

language, any environment, and 
any architecture.

Enterprise Solution
Production-grade solution 

designed from the ground-up, 
for cloud-native and hybrid 
cloud architecture at scale, 

including a robust enterprise 
security and compliance 

offering.

Rookout Live Debugger
Get to the root cause 5x faster

Rookout Live Logger
Get dynamic control of your logging verbosity

• Empower every engineer to switch 
INFO, DEBUG, and TRACE level logs on 

or off with a single click. 

• Get granular control over your verbosity 
settings, drilling down to individual 
users, accounts, services, and more.

• Enrich your existing log and 
observability views by combining them 
with newly shipped, context rich logs.

Rookout is the leader in enterprise security compliance, with adherence to SOC2, GDPR, and 
ISO 27001, and empowers some of the most regulated global enterprises in production.


